










The future of search in three quick parts

Known unknowns



Croud in numbers

Hubs - in London, 
Shrewsbury, New 
York, and Sydney

Croud 
founded

2011

4
In-house developers 
- building our tech 
stack

Internal staff - all 
stakeholders

175

17
In-market digital 
experts, known as 
Croudies

Nationalities 
in-house

22

2,000+



Croud are digital marketing specialists

Programmatic 
Display 

Social 
Advertising

PPC

Shopping

Feed 
Management

SEO & Content 

Creative 
Production

Data & Insights

Conversion Rate 
Optimisation



With an international client base



Known knowns

Known unknowns

Unknown knowns

Unknown 
unknowns

Donald Rumsfeld, 2002



What does this mean for search?
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Known 

unknowns

How we search for 
things we 

understand

Unknown 
knowns

How we search for 
things we’ve 

forgotten

Unknown 
unknowns

How we search for 
things when we don’t 
know where to start



1 Known unknowns, or: how 
we search for things we 
understand





SERPs have evolved dramatically



“Oh, we’re 
building an AI”
Larry Page, 2002



Surfacing info faster & speeding up journeys

Informational Transactional Local

This is more evident for some high volume/very transactional 
queries...



● Delivered through advanced feed 
optimisation

● i.e. more structured data…

● Particularly important for long, 
highly specific voice searches

● New ad units demand heightened 
levels of feed optimisation

Data quality as a mark of relevancy



Speeding up payment will be next

● ML helps establish not only 
keyword and audience signals that 
show intent, but also those that 
convert the fastest. 

● Add-to-basket and purchase 
directly through SERPs will be a 
play to put pressure on Amazon’s 
share of product search.

● Voice is part of this, through Home 
Ordering linked to payment 
information. 

Source: Survata via Mary Meeker

Where do you begin your product search?



Voice is still a way of answering known unknowns

Longer, more 
specific

Longer, more 
conversational

via search

via assistant

Local & 
transactional

Informational

Query Type Focus

Keyword 
research

Preparation

Markup & 
brand tone of 

voice



But presents opportunities for more learning

Longer, more 
specific

Longer, more 
conversational

via search

via assistant

Local & 
transactional

Informational

Query Type Focus

Keyword 
research

Preparation

Markup & 
brand tone of 

voice

Output

New semantic 
learnings



As accuracy improves, so will the opportunities

Source: Google



More and more of the SERPs 
will be taken up by units built 
on structured data - both paid 
and organic. 

1.
Structured data is king

Gone are the days of portals: 
more and more actions will be 
completed from within the 
SERP. 

2.
Search engines as 
destinations

Voice extends the surfacing of 
known unknowns, but is mainly 
of importance due to the 
semantic insight to inform ML. 

3.
Voice is a continuation

Answering known unknowns faster



2 Unknown knowns, or: how 
we search for things 
we’ve forgotten



● Recognition and surfacing of 
subjects that have been searched 
for previously.

● Reintroducing users to the queries 
they may have searched for in the 
past, but forgotten. 

● Google will also offer ‘follow-up’ 
queries that people tend to search 
for afterwards, leveraging ML 
capabilities. 

Resurfacing the searches we’ve forgotten



3 Unknown unknowns, or: 
how we search for things 
when we don’t know 
where to start
 



Three things

Prompted/Predictive 
Search

Visual Search Curated Search



Google Discover: prompted search queries

Google knows I’m going to Sicily tomorrow (I 
actually am)

Through search history, but also from reading 
the structured data in my Ryanair emails to 
identify dates, destinations and airports. 

Also included in Discover are prompts for:

● London
● Search engine optimisation
● The Drum



Non-verbal discovery, from bananas to keyboards



As error rate declines, so will uptake

Source: Google, Pinterest

Already ~600m 
monthly image 

searches



Curation = product 
recommendation

As product-led 
advertising becomes 
more structured, how 
do we surface new 
things?



We’re used to product recommendation engines



We forgive their flaws in certain settings (Amazon) 

Not sure, 
maybe? Show 

me more. 

Looks 
interesting.

Great but I 
own it and 
have been 
twice in the 

last year. 

My girlfriend 
thinks she’s 

great. 

No idea. See previous 
comment. 

Nice idea 
Amazon. 

I would 
absolutely 
never read 

this, you idiot. 



Search will be more demanding

As much focus on 
personal preference as 

semantics

Understanding how 
product combinations 

and themes work 
alongside each other

The complexity of 
advertising (i.e., this is 

essentially 
prospecting)



Wrapping up



In summary
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Search as a platform, 

not just a portal. 

Faster, more structured 
responses to user 

queries.

Voice as a driver of 
additional semantic 

detail. 

The things you thought 
you’d forgotten, 

remembered.

More prompts on how 
to continue your 
journey through 

search. 

Prompted queries 
based on user data

More ways to discover 
search without a 

keyword or phrase.

ML-powered 
recommendation to 

surface new products.



Thank you.
Questions?


